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First, let's try to consider the problem - why humanity is sick.

As you know, the recent frequent wars, terrorist attacks, crisis, 
unemployment, banditry have made people angry, gloomy, unkind, not responsive 
and aggressive.

By sending its negative thought-forms into the noosphere in huge numbers, 
humanity has exceeded the density threshold of the noosphere, which threatens 
us with new epidemics, diseases and cataclysms. Also, in this regard, more and 
more pathological resonators will be created in the blood plasma, diseased cells 
will be formed, and an electromagnetic environment favorable for reproduction, 
mutation of microorganisms and the development of oncology will be created. The 
noosphere and the energy shells of people are so distorted that energy blocks 
develop in the body, affecting the development of cells, distorting, changing the 
spin of rotation of chromosomes in the cell nucleus. As a result, not only diseases 
develop, but also the genetic programs of human functions and development are 
disrupted.

As you know, in recent years, oncological diseases are increasingly affecting 
children, adolescents and people under 50.

Over the past 3 years, doctors of our center have diagnosed 300 patients with 
stages 3-4 of the oncological process. Alien energy information - false polarity - 
was tested in 70% of them by the ART method. And in patients up to 40 years old, 
alien energy information was tested in 100%.

In the process of diagnosing 1000 patients with VARIOUS DISEASES by the 
ART method, we found that a negative foreign
energy information TEST-RUETS in 100 of them with degenerative changes in the 
organs, i.e. in 10% of people in the FORM OF FALSE POLARITY. At the same time, 
they had a blockage of brain rhythms: alpha, beta, theta, delta. Also tested were 
changes in DNA, chromosomes, amino acids.

50 of them had pre-oncology to one degree or another.
Thus, it was revealed that negative energy information, blocking the control 

rhythms of the brain, changing the chromosome number of a person, gradually 
leads the body to severe irreversible diseases.

In a report at the XII International Conference on the false 
reported on the method of correcting incorrect polarity by

tested

polarity i
alignment
in inversionbrain rhythms and BRT with amino acids. But 

when used, the positive result is no more than we received such a technique in 
70% of cases. With the advent of

polarizer GSHK the situation has changed, we are achieving success in 100%.
In the course of our studies using GShK in combination with ART and BRT, we 

found that using the polarizer of GShK and BRT, it was possible to correct the 
wrong polarity and restore damaged DNA, chromosomes, and amino acids.

The radiation in the polarizer is not of an electromagnetic microwave nature. 
It is linearly polarized and carries the entire
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information about the object: freely penetrates through the environment and 
resonates with all structures of the body at all levels. These radiations are 
adequate to radiations of cells and tissues of a living organism, and, depending on 
the sign of polarization, correspond to a healthy or sick, active or suppressed state 
of the functions of cells, tissues, organs. (We described the GShK polarizer in detail 
at the XVI International Conference).

The polarizer allows you to restore the correct rotation of the spin of DNA, 
chromosomes, amino acids. With its help, we quickly and easily cope with negative 
energy information - false polarity.

We have developed a method of polarization harmonization of the human 
body using GSHK and BRT.

This technique was used to treat 50 patients with various diseases. Studies 
have shown that as a result of the restoration of the spin of rotation of DNA, 
chromosomes and amino acids, foreign energy information, causing the 
appearance of false polarity, having no material base in the body, left the person.

With further testing of patients, pre-oncology was no longer tested and the 
recovery of any disease took place in the shortest possible time.

The method of polarization harmonization of the human body. Stage 
one - restoration of damaged DNA and chromosomes.
1. We test DNA and chromosomes directly (found in the section - "list

medicines "). The pointers that reduce the measuring level the most are entered 
into the "complex testing list".

2. Connect the GShK polarizer to socket 2 of the BRT device and test
turning the polarizer to the right, achieving restoration of the 
measuring level to the list of complex testing. the turn fits within 
25-45 degrees.

(boost)
Usually,

3. Testing the BRT meridian, where we get the greatest decrease
arrows (Bench list and polarizer included in the circuit).

4. Then we carry out the BRT for 5 minutes. In the circuit of treatment: list
complex testing, the GShK polarizer in right rotation and the tested meridian. In 
the last 2 minutes, write down the drug in 1 container - a polarizing harmonizing 
drug (PGP 1-1).

5. We repeat the testing of DNA, chromosomes, add it to the “list
complex testing ". Again we test the angle of rotation of the polarizer to the right 
and test the BRT meridian. We carry out BRT with other indicators of HSC, tested 
potencies of DNA, chromosomes and meridian for 5
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minutes. Also, in the last 2 minutes, we write down the drug PGP 1-2.
6. We recommend taking GWP 1-1 and GWP 1-2, 2 grains 2 times a day,

alternating them every other day, for 5-7 days.
7. After 5-7 days, repeat steps 1-5 - testing and appointment

drugs. Then we also carry out, with intervals of 5–7 days, the correction of 
damaged DNA and chromosomes until they stop being tested.

In some cases, where there are no pronounced degenerative processes, the 
damaged DNA is not tested. In these cases, we test chromosomes without DNA, 
performing all steps 1–7. Also, immediately, simultaneously with the 
chromosomes, we conduct sessions of polarity correction by restoring damaged 
amino acids- stage two. We prescribe drugs PGP 1 - correction of damaged 
chromosomes and drug PGP 2 - correction of damaged amino acids.

The second stage is the restoration of damaged amino acids.
1. In the ART section, amino acids are tested in inversion, which

are entered in the "list of medicines" section in the "selected" section.
2. Connect the GShK polarizer to the 3rd socket of the BRT (inverse) and test

degrees of left turn. More often, the rotation of the polarizer is tested within the 
range of 25–45 degrees, but sometimes, in case of oncological diseases, up to 70 
degrees. We test until the original measuring level is restored.

3. Next, we test the BRT meridian (the selected medication and polarizer
included in the circuit) until the measuring level drops.

4. We carry out BRT for 5 minutes, in the last 2 minutes we write down the GWP
2-1.

5. We repeat testing and re-conduct BRT with new
tested amino acids and meridian. We also write down the drug PGP 2-2.

6. We recommend taking 2 grains 2 times every other day (alternate) in
within 5-7 days.

7. After 5–7 days, we repeat the testing and prescribing the drugs.
If the patient cannot come, lives far away, then we carry out as much as possible 

the entire method of polarization harmonization on the day of treatment with the 
appointment of PGP drugs at home. Since during the absence the patient could 
receive new negative energy information, leading to a false polarity, then during the 
next visit to the patient, we start testing from the beginning, repeating the first and 
second stages.

Thus, we test again: DNA, chromosomes and amino acids.
I agree with Dr. M.N. Kazantseva and our research confirm her conclusions, 

presented in an article at the XVI International Conference: "Practice shows that 
any chronic pathology is accompanied by a positive test for false polarity." She 
indicates that the false polarity test in these cases is always positive when tested by 
the ART + method. In our studies, it was found that in the study by the ART 
method, false polarity is revealed in very severe degenerative diseases, and in 
other cases it may not be tested.

In this regard, I recommend:
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1. In the absence of an ART + device and in those cases when it is not being tested
false polarity, in all patients to test damage to DNA, chromosomes and amino 
acids according to the above methods.

2. In the absence of a GShK polarizer, conduct BRT according to the Hovsepyan method,
preparing a BR preparation with correction of false polarity. In this case, when 
carrying out BRT, directly tested DNA and chromosomes recorded on crumbs, 
connect to socket 2. Tested amino acids in inversion and written on crumbs - to 3 
nests.

3. Polarization harmonization of the body must be carried out
to the patient until no DNA, chromosomes, or amino acids are tested.

4. Conduct follow-up testing of the patient every 3 months.
When new alien energy information is detected, i.e. testing damaged DNA, 
chromosomes, amino acids - to carry out polarization harmonization.

5. After carrying out full polarization harmonization to protect
patients from foreign energy information, we recommend using Koltsov's 
functional state correctors (KFS) numbers 6, 7, 8.

In the process of carrying out polarization harmonization, we noted that the 
number of treatment sessions depended on:

1. From the age of the patient. The more a person got negative
energy information during its life, the more distorted DNA, chromosomes and 
amino acids were tested.

2. From the severity of the disease. Even in a short period of time, man
can receive strong negative energy information, which influenced the 
development and severity of the disease. We have noted that a fetus still in the 
womb can receive negative energy information, further affecting its health and 
development.

Let's consider a few clinical examples.

The patient's complaints: weakness, headache, weakness in both hands, 
difficulty in speaking, headaches.

SRS characteristics of the patient: abrupt changes in the head area (normal - 
vertical stripes reach black horizontal lines at the bottom
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and above). There are also changes at the level of the hands. Thus, this picture 
confirms the patient's complaints.

In the process of polarization harmonization of the patient, her well-being 
significantly improved, almost all complaints disappeared. Here, already according 
to the given research data and treatment results, a pronounced positive dynamics 
of treatment is visible. In the future, the patient was recommended a complete 
cleansing of the body in our Center.
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Conclusions:
Human polarization harmonization using a polarizer
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GShK and BRT allows:
1. To free a person from false polarity - blocking

energy processes in the body.
2. Restore the spin of rotation of DNA, chromosomes and amino acids.
3. Promotes early recovery and recovery of health

person.
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